Abstract
Introduction
The classical rough set theory raised by Poland mathematician in 1982 was based on the complete information system (CIS). However, in our daily life there is various reasons lead to incomplete information system (IIS), such as the errors of data measuring, the limitations of acquiring data, some human factors, etc. Therefore, in recent years, many scholars and experts focus on how to manage incomplete information. To find out the solution, they have presented several extended rough set model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, they all have merits and faults.
The tolerance relation [1] provides us an incomplete information system (IIS),
, The unknown attribute value is denoted by "*". And definition of tolerance relation is as follow:
The classical tolerance relation has its own limitations [2] . By an example, the object are divided into the tolerance class, but actually there are no equal certain attribute value between the two objects. The definition of classical tolerance relation is imprecision that "*" can be regarded as any attribute value.
The definition of non-symmetric similarity relation is defined as [3] ))} (
According to the definition of non-symmetric similarity relation, the object X= (0, *, 1, 6, 9, 8, 12, 3) and the object Y= (*, 0, 1, 6, 9, 8, 12, 3) can be distinguished, so they are not satisfied with the similar relation. In fact, object X has six attributes equaled with object Y among its all eight attributes. The similarity between them can not be ignored.
To overcome the shortcomings of classical tolerance relation, Wang Guoying put forward limited tolerance relation [4] .
However, the limited tolerance relation still has limitations as classical tolerance relation in some way. In the light of limited tolerance relation's definition, though object ) 2 ,*,*,*,*, (*,*,*,*,*  X and object ) 2 ,*,*,*,*, (*,*,*,*,*  Y only has one equal attribute value, they still in the same tolerance class. Actually, the similarity of these two objects is quite small.
The completeness tolerance relation is defined as [5] .
Two objects whose certain attribute value are the same but have low completeness are avoidable divided into one tolerance class.
MA Xi-ao also analyses some limitations of completeness tolerance relation [2] . For example, two objects ) ,*,*,*,*,* 6 (*,*,*,*,  x and ,*,*) 9 ,*,*, 6 (*,*,*,*,  y which are satisfied with the completeness tolerance relation's definition with the condition:
. Meanwhile, the similarity of these two objects is quite small. Analyzing the characteristics of the two objects, there is inclusion relation in the known attribute values.
Stefanowski presented the valued tolerance relation to measure the tolerance degree between two objects with a numerical value [6] . In next section, some related concepts of valued tolerance relation will be introduced.
The Comparison of Some Known Valued Tolerance Relation

The Valued Tolerance Relation Raised By Stefanowski
Stefanowski represents the definition of valued tolerance relation and tolerance class [6] . Let
be an IIS, where
is a subset of the attribute. For any
, the tolerance class of x, is a fuzzy set by using the tolerance degree of reference element as membership function.
And the
represents the membership function that y belongs to the tolerance class of x and it is based on the subset of attribute set B , which means the tolerance degree between y and x within B . And according to distribution characteristics of data set in IIS, the measurement method of probability among the objects has various forms, which causes the multiple forms of valued tolerance relations.
The valued tolerance relation [6] is based on the assumption that there exists a uniform probability distribution among the possible values on each attribute.
For IIS
 in the formula is a given threshold ,while , that is to say, the tolerance degree of two objects is only 0 or 1 such two discrete value [7] .Nevertheless, the range is
, a continuous value range, in the valued tolerance relation raised by Stefanowski and Tsoukis. In this way, the tolerance degree has a quantitative standard. However, this method still has its own limitations that the attribute value needs to be independent and evenly distributed.
Statistical Valued Tolerance Relation (SVT)
Given an IIS
is all possible known values of b , and
, the probability that
is the probability that x is similar to y on B is defined as
represents the statistical valued tolerance relation(SVT), now we analyze the advantages of SVT [7] : On the basis of the definition of 
which means that all known values of each attribute is evenly distributed.
On account of the analysis of the two valued tolerance relation, we can know that the selection of threshold is essential while judging whether two objects is compatible or not. In the meantime, the selection of threshold is a key problem for valued tolerance relation.
Relation between the Selection of Threshold and the Classification Accuracy in SVT
To test the relation between the selection of threshold and the classification accuracy in SVT, we did the test below. We have used the following formula to compute the classification accuracy [8] .
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represents the equivalent class of x in U , while R is denoted as a generalized indiscernibility relation on U . If R is symmetric, use formula (11) to compute R  , else use formula (12) to compute R  . In our experiments, four complete data sets (Balance, Tic-Tac-Toe, Chess) in UCI have been used. For each data set, randomly selected from 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% data for missing values, so 20 incomplete data sets (Balance -5%, Balance-10%, Balance-30%, Balance-50%, Balance-70%, Tic-Tac-Toe-5%,Tic-Tac-Toe-10%,Tic-TacToe-30%,Tic-Tac-Toe-50%,Tic-Tac-Toe-70%, Chess-5%, Chess-10%, Chess-30%, Chess-50%, Chess-70%, Car-5%, Car-10%, Car-30%, Car-50%, Car-70%) have been got. The experiment results are shown in Table 2 , where the first row and column of the table denotes the selection of threshold and the incomplete data sets. By analyzing the data in the table 2, we can draw the conclusions below. Balance-5% Balance-10% Balance-30% Balance-50% Balance-70%
Figure 1. The Relationship between Threshold and Classification Accuracy of Balance Data Set
The horizontal ordinate in Figure1 represents the value of threshold while the vertical coordinate denotes the classification accuracy. And each polyline in Figure 1 is denoted as the variety of the classification accuracy with the change of the threshold towards one incomplete data set. For instance, we observe the yellow polyline, the data set of Balance-30%, which contains 30% missing attribute values. While the threshold changes from 0 to 0.4, the corresponding classification accuracy grows from 0.021 to 1. To find what causes this problem, we need to go back to definition of the classification accuracy.
Firstly, we discuss the extreme case that 3 . 0   which means the tolerance degree between two objects need to come to at least 0.3, And for each object's tolerance class
in the data set "Balance-30%" is only the object itself,
, therefore, we can derive . Therefore, for the data set "Balance-30%", the threshold should select from the domain 0.05 to 0.2. Consequently, we can acquire the threshold's suitable domain of the data set above: 
Figure 5. Given a Threshold, the Classification Accuracy of Different Tic_Tac_Toe Missing Data Set
The following analysis can be drawn from observing Figure 2 to 5: First: For the data set which contains missing values, classification accuracy has a sharp decline while the incomplete degree increases if threshold equals to zero. What causes this phenomenon?
, each object can be regarded as any other objects' tolerance class which means each object's tolerance class
; the numerator is still the same while denominator has a increase so that the classification accuracy ) (x R  gets a decline. Second: With the incomplete degree increase, classification accuracy declines at first and then rises up gradually. Now we take the yellow polyline in Figure 3 as an example, which represents the threshold is 0.05. And while the increase of incomplete degree of the data set Car, especially reaching a lowest value when the incomplete degree at 10%, the classification accuracy reaches a decline. Then when the incomplete degree grows from 10% to 50% gradually, the classification accuracy gradually rising.
A New Improved Valued Tolerance Relation
On the basis of the experiment and analysis, we represent a new improved valued tolerance relation.
Definition1: Suppose
is an incomplete information system (IIS). In the subset 
Definition 4: New valued tolerance class:
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The improved valued tolerance relation considers the virtue of the complete tolerance relation and the valued tolerance relation. From the concept of improved valued tolerance relation, we can see that we discipline that the completeness degree of two objects need to greater than the average completeness degree of the whole object set and the tolerance degree of two objects need to greater than the average tolerance degree of the whole object set. That is to say, for any incomplete information system, the threshold, measuring two objects whether satisfies the definition of valued tolerance relation is defined as the average value of any two objects in the IIS. And only two objects that have the same decision value and satisfy the conditions above can be the tolerance class.
And next, we'll prove the legitimacy of our definition through experiments.
In our experiments, four complete data sets (Balance, Tic-Tac-Toe, Chess) in UCI have been used. For each data set, randomly selected from 5%, 10%, 30% data for missing values, so 12 incomplete data sets (Nursery-5%, Nursery -10%, Nursery -30%, Molecular -5%, Molecular -10%, Molecular -30%, Chess-5%, Chess-10%, Chess-30%, Car-5%, Car-10%, Car-30%) have been got. The experiment results has shown in table 5, where TR, LTR, SVT, NVT denote respectively tolerance relation, limited tolerance relation, statistical valued tolerance relation and new valued tolerance relation. SVT (0.5) denotes statistical valued tolerance relation and the threshold equals 0.5. On the basis of the analysis of the data from table 5, the classification accuracy of NVT is higher than that of TR, LTR; the classification accuracy of NVT is higher than that of SVT (0.5) and SVT (0.1) when incomplete degree of data set is less than 30%, while incomplete degree is more than 30%, the performance of NVT is poor. The reason is that there are more restrictive conditions in NVT.
Conclusion
Focusing on data sets in UCI, this paper conducted experiments on the relation between the selection of threshold and the classification accuracy in SVT. And on the basis of the experiment results, the relation between the selection of threshold and the classification accuracy is discussed and some suitable thresholds of actual data sets are proposed. Then, a new improved valued tolerance relation that combines the advantages of respectively completeness tolerance relation and valued tolerance relation comes into being. We present a simple and reasonable method of the selection of the threshold in the end. And the experiment results also prove the rationality of this new defined tolerance relation.
